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Dear Harold, 

. Good to hea' from you but sorry to hear, that as 

always, you're swamped,.with work. Only sorry that Hal 

and I Couldn't have stayed longer and helped with the, 

stuff. 

I don't have the inddm with me, but if I remember 

correctly 1395 is one of the "Other Individuals and 

Organizations Involved" documents. If so I have looked 

at it and ordered anything of interest. One of those 

files had nothing of interest for our purposes at present. 

As you may have already toticed, I get any and all document: 

which deal with real-sounding threats or threats fram 

right wing groups since I am very interested (as you are) 

in the failure to protect JFK. If you have a chance, 

look up my back correspondence. About 3 letters ago I 

sent you a complete list of all that I went through in 

the Archives those two days. Hal checked much of Ely 

work as I did his. I think that I have 1395 on micro- 

film in which case I can re-check it if you are very inter- 

ested. 

When you find out about the numbers I sent you 

please drop me a line so I can reQorder those they didn't 

send. Some of them were important if my memory serves 

me correctly. 

Too bad about ,tbe-photo but I hope it comes. I 

will write Steve Burton for LarryBoward's pictures. 

The"Jchn" you refer to doesn't ring a bell. 

Your experience with Ebony doesn't surprise me. 

If you will remilkIer, when I suggested it originally 
I had doubts because of their pro-establishment Nine. 

If I can get to Harry Edwards at Cornell, all this 



change. I will do my best out here to get backing for 

Coup D'Etat. By the way, the Christian Crusade has 

two new books out which might provide some trimings for 

the manuscript while you are waiting for a publisher. 

One is an attack on King and the other covers Bobby's 

death and other topics. They also have a recent attack 

on the Warren Report. If you are interested, I will send 

details, but I don't happened to have them here nowt 

I have run into an ex Alpha 66 who went on two mission: 

out of Florida, post Bay of Pigs, and who was recruited by 

Rojas himself. Send me any questions and I will ask him 

about them. He seems to be reliable and I have known him 

for some time, but he could always be a Company man on 

campus. He has files on the right wing which I hope to 

be able to go through since they deal with the south. 

The people who I stayed with.after the hospital had 

an amazing experience in which they ran into an ex-CI A 

man who was freaked out Alien they asked if he was a Com-

pany man. They picked up the term- from me and were using 

it as a joke. The meeting was clearly chance. He is going 

back into the Washington area and I may be able to get his 

name if they still have it. 

An ex (I think) CIA man will be in town in the next 

month and I will:be meeting with him in the presence of 

a negro friend. He quite or was fired right after the 

assassination according to my informant. It can't hurt 

to talk to these guys--especially the ones who left during 

that time period. 

Am swamped with work at present and am still having 

to help get the house in shape, so SI haven't been working 

on the case for the past 3 weeks. My new address is 1080 

15th Ave. SE, Minneapolis, Minn. 55414 and new telephone 

is 331-4860. If you ever call and I am home I will say 

that I am in the shower (or something) and that you should 

call back station to station in a few minutes. I have 

roommates so it won't be an agent. I still haven't tried 

that chicken recipe. Take care and don't overwork your wif 



Marx 9/27/68 
Dear Gary, 

I've been accumulating a letter to ycu. Don't know why I hadn't mailed it 
earlist 	I'm swamped, but I'm not dcing, as`' much. I'm trying to rebuild the 
muscles of the aging body, get a little more sleep, and think a bit. 

I sent a copy of:the lists to Paul and copies of all the documents. 
he is marvelously precise end methodical. Thanks on 1395. The letter on the 
order is enclosed or has been se:Ito copy to Paul. 

Can you write or phone Harry Edwards?. J'ime flies on tdet one. 

Both Hergistnings ere interesting, when you finida. Penabez fits,. 
through Duarte and, as you know, he was a pal of Hargis. 

Who is Alpha man? Anything end everything on Bringuier, Duarte, Pansbez, 
mercenaries, Bretos (formerly New Orleans head) end any of his group there,, 
particularly those of Whom you know my idterest. To d,Ae, Bringuier is the only 
• Ouban who hasn't cooperated with me! Ricardo Davis, the Y.01, camps and people. 

Going to the coast in three weeks. 

Vince cent three tapes, finally. bill transcribe soon. 48 is disspisited, 
I think will not or candot gpt support for my publishing, and is busy on business. 

I new have all Csweld and "Cswald" chane of address cards, not too clear. 
Can your expert examine? Can else be obtained, better copies, from :'archives. I 
think it should be done. His is cuite characteristic handwriting. 	could spot 
St on gyder guest bock even without any signature. 	would fit etook on him as , .  
agent very well. 

Hurriedly, with our best, 


